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CAD practical – programming part 1: 

Lagrange polynomials and transforms 

Lagrange polynomials 

Compile the source code “TP1/gnurbsTP1” by using CMake. Select “curve-static” as build target. 

 

1. In the file “TP1/gnurbsTP1/api/nlagrange.cc” implement the functions  

double nlagrange::Basis(int which, double u_) const  

void nlagrange::P(double u_, npoint& ret) const 

 

Basis returns the value of the ith Lagrange basis function evaluated at u_. 

P returns by reference the point ret of parameter u_ on the curve. 

 

2. In the file “TP1/gnurbsTP1/curves/main.cc” implement the following function in order to 

draw a semi-circle of radius 1 and centred at (DX, DY). 

void init_lagrange(nlagrange &curve, double DX, double DY) 

 

3. In the file “gnurbsTP1/test/curves/main.cc” implement the function : 

void init_lagrange_helix(nlagrange& curve, double r); 

 

curve is the input Lagrange curve which has to be modified. 

r is a radius. 

This function has to define a helix of radius r, given by the parametric equations: 

x(u) = r.cos(u) 

y(u) = r.sin(u) 

z(u) = u 

 

Where u (𝑢 ∈ [0, 4𝜋]) is a parameter and (x(u), y(u), z(u)) are the 3D coordinates 

of a point of parameter u on the curve. 

Implement the above function with evenly spaced control points so to obtain a helix. 

 

4. Run the executable and check if a helix appears on the screen. 
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5. In the file “gnurbsTP1/test/curves/main.cc” add a new Lagrange curve with nCP control 

points in the main function : 

nlagrange curve_tcheby(nCP); 

 

In the same file, declare and implement the function: 

void init_lagrange_tcheby(nlagrange& curve, double r); 

 

This function will do the same thing as the init_lagrange_helix function, except that the 

control points are located at the Tchebychev abscissa. These abscissas are given on a closed interval 

[a, b] by: 
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Implement the above function and use it in the main function on curve_tcheby for t∈ [0, 1]. 
 

Translate curve_tcheby by 30 units along the x axes using the function translate(npoint 

vec) of class nlagrange. 

 

Modify the two functions init_lagrange_helix and init_lagrange_tcheby ny 

perturbing the middle control point of each curve: add the value 0.1*r at its z coordinate. Look at 

the two perturbed curve. Which one is the more stable? 

 

Note: in order to display curve_tcheby, you need to add the following line in the main function: 

CB.add_entity(&curve_tcheby); 

 


